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The evolution of influenza viruses is remarkably dynamic. Influenza viruses evolve rapidly in sequence and
undergo frequent reassortment of different gene segments. Homologous recombination, although commonly
seen as an important component of dynamic genome evolution in many other organisms, is believed to be
rare in influenza. In this study, 256 gene segments from 32 influenza A genomes were examined for
homologous recombination, three recombinant H1N1 strains were detected and they most likely resulted
from one recombination event between two closely rated parental sequences. These findings suggest that
homologous recombination in influenza viruses tends to take place between strains sharing high sequence
similarity. The three recombinant strains were isolated at different time periods and they form a clade,
indicating that recombinant strains could circulate. In addition, the simulation results showed that many
recombinant sequences might not be detectable by currently existing recombinant detection programs when
the parental sequences are of high sequence similarity. Finally, possible ways were discussed to improve the
accuracy of the detection for recombinant sequences in influenza.
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1. Introduction

Influenza A is a rapidly evolving single-stranded negative-sense
RNA virus (Webster et al., 1992; Rambaut et al., 2008). The propensity
of the rapid evolution of the influenza A genome features high
mutation rates due to the notoriously error-prone RNA polymerase
(Drake, 1993) and frequent reassortment of different RNA segments
in multiple host types (Holmes et al., 2005; Schweiger et al., 2006;
Nelson et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2009; Vijaykrishna et al., 2010).
However, homologous recombination, a rather important evolution-
ary contributor to sequence diversity, has rarely been reported in
influenza A virus (Boni et al., 2008), while homologous recombination
has been well recognized across a broad spectrum of life forms such
as, bacteria (Nesbo et al., 2006), archaea (Papke et al., 2004), yeasts
(Ruderfer et al., 2006), plant mitochondria (Hao and Palmer, 2009),
human mitochondria (White and Gemmell, 2009), and various forms
of viruses [e.g. foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV) (Heath et al.,
2006; Lewis-Rogers et al., 2008) and severe acute respiratory
syndrome (SARS) virus (Stavrinides and Guttman, 2004)]. The
relatively low observed frequency of recombination in both influenza
and negative-strand RNA viruses in general could be explained by the
fact that the genomic RNA generated during replication is rapidly
packaged with ribonucleoprotein, which acts to prevent the occur-
rence of template-switching that is essential to RNA recombination
(Chare et al., 2003). To date, there are only three peer-reviewed
articles that have proposed the occurrence of intra-segmental
homologous recombination in influenza A virus (Gibbs et al., 2001;
He et al., 2008, 2009) and each study has been criticized and
challenged (Worobey et al., 2002; Boni et al., 2010).

In the first published recombination study, Gibbs et al. (2001)
suggested that the hemagglutinin (HA) segment of the deadly 1918
H1N1 “Spanish flu” virus was a recombinant between a swine virus
and a human virus, but this claim was challenged by the lack of
phylogenetic support (Worobey et al., 2002). Recently, He and
coworkers (He et al., 2008, 2009) reported several cases of homolo-
gous recombination in influenza, their proposed recombination cases,
however, suffer from the criticisms of 1) no phylogenetic support, 2)
requiring parental sequences from substantially different geographic
locations and time periods, 3) lone recombinant sequences and no
circulating clades of recombinant viruses, and 4) unknown quality in
sample-handling and sequencing (Boni et al., 2010). On the other
hand, the search for evidence of intra-segmental homologous
recombination in influenza is still legitimate, since evidence of
homologous recombination has been found in other segmented
negative-strand RNA viruses (Sibold et al., 1999; Charrel et al.,
2001). To convincingly demonstrate the occurrence of intra-segmental
homologous recombination in influenza, sequences need to be placed
under rigorous quality control [e.g., following the standard of the
Influenza Genome Sequencing Project (IGSP) (Boni et al., 2010)].
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Table 1
P-values obtained from different recombination detection programs on the PB2 genea.

Recombinant sequenceb OnePop 3SEQ RDP Max χ2 AU-testc

Sw/HK/NS1810/2009 3.66×10−6 0.042 0.042 0.048
0.029 0.031

Sw/HK/189/2010 – 0.156 – 0.082

a P-values were computed based on the recombinant sequence and two parental
type sequences Sw/HK/NS1583/2009 and Sw/HK/2886/2009 using OnePop, 3SEQ, RDP
and Max χ2. P-values in the AU-test were computed based on the sequences and break
point shown in Fig. 3.

b Sw/HK/NS1809/2009 has an otherwise identical sequence with
Sw/HK/NS1810/2009 in the alignment except for a slight difference in available length
(Fig. S1) and produces the same P-values as Sw/HK/NS1810/2009. Sw/HK/189/2010 is
shown, because its PB2 gene has likely undergone the same recombination event as
Sw/HK/NS1809/2009 and Sw/HK/NS1810/2009 (see Fig. 2 and main text for details),
even though the P-values are not significant.

c The first P-value was from the test of the sequence alignment of region 1 against the
topology of region 2, while the second P-value was from the test of the sequence
alignment of region 2 against the topology of region 1.
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Moreover, identification of a circulating clade of recombinant viruses
instead of individual lone recombinant sequences would provide
further compelling evidence that intra-segmental homologous re-
combination occurs among influenza viruses.

In this study, a thorough examination for intra-segmental
homologous recombination was conducted in 256 gene segments
from 32 swine influenza A genomes generated by Vijaykrishna et al.
(2010). Vijaykrishna et al. (2010) have already shown multiple
reassortment events in these 32 genomes via a sophisticated
phylogenetic analysis on each gene segment. The goal of this study
is to address whether there is evidence of intra-segmental homolo-
gous recombination in these strains that have undergone multiple
reassortment events, and when homologous recombination did occur,
whether we can effectively detect the recombinant sequences.

2. Methods

Nucleotide sequences of 256 gene segments (GenBank accessions
CY061626–CY061881) from 32 swine influenza A genomes in
(Vijaykrishna et al., 2010) were downloaded from the GenBank
website (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/). The 32 swine vi-
ruseswere collected from June 2009 to February 2010 in Hong Kong as
part of the IGSP project funded by the National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases (NIAID) (Vijaykrishna et al., 2010). Sequences
were aligned individually for each gene segment using the MUSCLE
program (Edgar, 2004). Recombination analysis was performed on the
aligned sequences using RDP (Martin and Rybicki, 2000), SEQ (Boni
et al., 2007), OnePop (Hao, 2010) andMax χ2 (Smith, 1992). Detected
recombinant sequences were further assessed by classical statistical
tests using R (R Development Core Team, 2009).

Phylogenetic trees were initially constructed using a maximum
likelihood method via the RAxML program (Stamatakis, 2006) under a
GTR+Γ+I substitutionmodel. To assess the robustness of the obtained
phylogenetic trees, neighbor-joining trees were constructed using
neighbor of the PHYLIP package (Felsenstein, 1989) version 3.6.
Furthermore, two other maximum likelihood programs PhyML

(Guindon and Gascuel, 2003) and PUZZLE (Strimmer and von
Haeseler, 1996) were applied on the same dataset using a variety of
substitution models (including GTR+Γ+I). Phylogenetic incongruence
between sequence regions defined by the break point identified by the
recombination detection programswas examined by the approximately
unbiased (AU) test (Shimodaira, 2002). In brief, the site-by-site
likelihoods for the trees were calculated with PUZZLE (Strimmer and
von Haeseler, 1996), the AU-test was then implemented using CONSEL

(Shimodaira and Hasegawa, 2001) to assign the tree probabilities.
Simulation studies were performed using the Seq-Gen program

(Rambaut and Grassly, 1997) to generate phylogenetically related
2000-nucleotide sequences using the empirical base composition and
transition/transversion ratio measured from the polymerase basic 2
protein (PB2) gene alignment using PUZZLE (Strimmer and von
Haeseler, 1996). The empirical base composition is 34.0% (A), 18.9%
(C), 25.4% (G), 21.7% (T), and the transition/transversion ratio is 5.29.
Recombinant sequences were artificially constructed between simu-
lated nucleotide sequences. For simplicity, the recombination break
point was assumed to be the middle of the sequences for all simulated
recombinant sequences. Each constructed recombinant sequence and
its parental sequences were then tested for recombination using the
RDP program (Martin and Rybicki, 2000) as a representative of the
recombination detection programs.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Evidence of intra-segmental homologous recombination

In this study, 256 gene segments from 32 influenza A genomes
published in Vijaykrishna et al. (2010) were carefully examined.
Please cite this article as: Hao, W., Evidence of intra-segmental homolo
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Vijaykrishna et al. (2010) have already shown multiple reassortment
events in these 32 genomes via a sophisticated phylogenetic analysis on
each gene segment, in this study, themain focuswas on the detection of
homologous recombination within each gene segment. Table 1 shows
that there are significant signals for homologous recombination within
the polymerase basic 2 protein (PB2) gene supported by RDP, SEQ, Max
χ2 and OnePop. RDP, Max χ2, and OnePop identified the breakpoint at
nucleotide site 1197 in the alignment, while 3SEQ suggested a
breakpoint ranging from sites 1197–1212. For convenience, the break-
point was assumed to be at site 1197 in this study, since no nucleotide
differences were observed from sites 1198–1212 between recombinant
and parental sequences (Fig. S1), and different breakpoint locations in
this range will not alter the results of statistical tests.

Fig. 1 shows that the 32 PB2 gene sequences form two very distinct
clusters and the intra-segmental homologous recombination event
involves three lineages containing 10 highly closely related strains. As
shown in Fig. 2, the PB2 sequences in Sw/HK/NS1809/2009 and
Sw/HK/NS1810/2009 are likely to be recombinants between the clade
that Sw/HK/NS1583/2009 belongs to (or the P1 clade) and the clade
that Sw/HK/2886/2009 belongs to (the P2 clade). The regions 1–1197
and 1198–2232 show significantly different tree topologies. The clade
of Sw/HK/189/2010, Sw/HK/NS1809/2009 and Sw/HK/NS1810/2009
is most closely related to the P2 clade in region 1–1197 supported by
node A, while it is most closely related to the P1 clade in region 1198–
2232 supported by node B (Fig. 3). The two key nodes (A and B) are
well supported by RAxML and neighbor as shown in Fig. 3. The two
nodes are also well supported by PhyML and PUZZLE, regardless of
nucleotide substitution models, rate heterogeneity or the proportion
of invariable sites (Table 2). The bootstrap values for node A range
from 73 to 88, while the bootstrap values for node B range from 85 to
98. The quartet puzzle support values obtained from PUZZLE are even
higher and they are all close to 100 for both nodes (Table 2). These
results suggest different evolutionary relationships between region 1–
1197 and region 1198–2232.

The difference between the two tree topologies is also supported
by the AU test for phylogenetic incongruence. The P-values in the AU
test are 0.029 and 0.031, respectively, for the two regions (Table 1). In
both regions, Sw/HK/189/2010 is consistently the nearest neighbor to
Sw/HK/NS1809/2009 and Sw/HK/NS1810/2009. Furthermore, there
are 19 distinct nucleotides between the P1 and P2 clades (Fig. 2);
Sw/HK/189/2010, Sw/HK/NS1809/2009 and Sw/HK/NS1810/2009
share the exactly same set of nucleotides in all these 19 sites. That
is, of these 19 nucleotide sites, 9 sites are identical with the P2 clade
and 10 sites are identical with the P1 clade (Fig. 2). For these
reasons and more reasons elaborated below, Sw/HK/189/2010 was
considered to belong to the recombinant clade together with
Sw/HK/NS1809/2009 and Sw/HK/NS1810/2009. It is important to
note that the findings of homologous recombination are not artifacts
gous recombination in influenza A virus, Gene (2011), doi:10.1016/
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Fig. 1. Maximum likelihood tree of the PB2 nucleotide sequences from 32 influenza
genomes in Vijaykrishna et al. (2010). The tree is mid-point rooted for purposes of
clarity. Ten strains that were detected to be involved in homologous recombination in
this study are shaded. One hundred bootstrap replicates were generated and bootstrap
values, when N75, were shown on the phylogeny.
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of sequencing/handling errors. In fact, Prof. Yi Guan and colleagues at
the University of Hong Kong have kindly confirmed that the PB2
sequences in Sw/HK/189/2010, Sw/HK/NS1809/2009 and
Sw/HK/NS1810/2009 were sequenced, as per IGSP standard, multiple
times on different plates and dates, the trace signal for each sequence
Fig. 2. Chimeric PB2 genes in H1N1. Positions with nucleotide changes are shown (for a comp
result of homologous recombination between two parental clades (or P1 and P2, in red and
strain Sw/HK/NS1583/2009, while letters show nucleotide differences. Nucleotide differenc
recombinant strains that are identical to P2 are colored in blue, while those identical to P1 ar
labeled with filled black circles. The positions of these nucleotides are also shown in scale as
red vertical lines representing the red nucleotides in the nucleotide alignment, blue vertica
specific changes. Nucleotide position 1197 is the break point used for the phylogenetic incong
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Please cite this article as: Hao, W., Evidence of intra-segmental homolo
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was very clean with no ambiguity, and the assembly was done
properly (Zhu and Guan personal communication).

The occurrence of recombination in the PB2 gene could potentially
have functional consequences. The PB2 gene encodes a subunit of the
trimeric viral RNA polymerase complex containing PA, PB1, and PB2
(Engelhardt and Fodor, 2006). The PB2 protein has been shown to
interact with the antiviral signaling protein (Graef et al., 2010), affect
host range (Subbarao et al., 1993; Labadie et al., 2007) and virulence of
influenza viruses (Hatta et al., 2001; Shinya et al., 2004). The
recombinant sequences contain eight nonsynonymous nucleotide
changes, andfive of them are identicalwith only one of the two parental
clades but not the other (Fig. 2). Such unique amino acid combination
generated by recombination could possibly result in different pathoge-
nicity of the recombinant viruses than that of each parental clade.

3.2. Parallel convergent evolution is unlikely to explain the mosaic
sequence pattern

Homologous recombination in Sw/HK/NS1809/2009 and
Sw/HK/NS1810/2009 was widely supported by a variety of programs,
but it is also notable that because of the little difference among
sequences, the P-values all fall between 0.01 and 0.05 with one
exception of 3.66×10−6 from OnePop (Table 1). The increased
recombination detection power among closely related sequences in
OnePop is due to the removal of the examined region from the
calculation of sequence divergence [see (Hao, 2010) for more details],
even though OnePop and RDP are based on essentially the same
methodology. Since the sequences involved in recombination share
high sequence similarity and only a small number of nucleotide
changes are involved, it becomes crucial to address whether the
observed nucleotide distribution pattern in Fig. 2 could be explained
by parallel convergent evolution in different lineages, as opposed to
by recombination. Evidence of parallel evolution has been previously
documented in viral genome evolution and it is almost always
associated with adaptive selection (Crandall et al., 1999; Keleta et al.,
2008). However, adaptive evolution is not very likely the explanation
lete sequence alignment, see Fig. S1). Three recombinant strains are suggested to be the
blue, respectively). In the nucleotide alignment, dots indicate identities relative to the
es between the P1 and P2 clades are colored in blue in the P2 clade. Nucleotides in the
e colored in red. Eight nucleotide changes that have resulted in amino acid changes are
two sequence types for the three recombinant strains at the top part of the figure, with
l lines representing the blue nucleotides, black vertical lines representing the lineage-
ruence test in Fig. 3 and some other statistical tests. (For interpretation of the references
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Fig. 3. Phylogenetic support for homologous recombination in PB2. The phylogenetic trees (with associated bootstrap values) supporting the contrasting phylogenetic positions
between regions 1–1197 and 1198–2332 in the three recombinant strains are shown. The shown phylogenetic trees were obtained using RAxML, while bootstrap values from both
RAxML (first) and neighbor (second) are shown for a given branch. The trees are rooted using Sw/HK/201/2010H1N1 (see Fig. 1) as the outgroup. The two parental clades, P1 and
P2, are colored in red and blue, respectively as per Fig. 2. The two key nodes that indicate different evolutionary origins between the two regions are labeled as A and B respectively.
The two phylogenetic trees are significantly different in the AU-test (P-values shown in Table 1). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 2
Bootstrap values for the two key nodes (A and B as shown in Fig. 3) that support
different evolutionary relationships between the two regions. Bootstrap values were
obtained based on a variety of substitution models.

Phylogenetic
programs

Substitution
models

Bootstrap values for

A node B node

RAxML GTR+Γ+I 77 96
PhyML JC79 83 92
PhyML JC79+Γ 84 97
PhyML JC79+Γ+I 88 95
PhyML K2P 84 90
PhyML K2P+Γ 87 91
PhyML K2P+Γ+I 84 96
PhyML F81 82 98
PhyML F81+Γ 79 95
PhyML F81+Γ+I 87 88
PhyML F84 87 87
PhyML F84+Γ 87 88
PhyML F84+Γ+I 83 85
PhyML HKY 82 95
PhyML HKY+Γ 74 94
PhyML HKY+Γ+I 79 92
PhyML TN93 80 92
PhyML TN93+Γ 73 92
PhyML TN93+Γ+I 78 90
PhyML GTR 84 93
PhyML GTR+Γ 82 91
PhyML GTR+Γ+I 87 88
Puzzlea HKY 99b 100
Puzzle HKY+Γ 100 100
Puzzle HKY+Γ+I 99 100
Puzzle TN93 99 100
Puzzle TN93+Γ 99 100
Puzzle TN93+Γ+I 99 100

a The GTR model was not included in the PUZZLE analysis, since PUZZLE does not
directly estimate the GTR relative rate parameters. PUZZLE does not provide options for
models JC79, K2P, F81 and F84.

b Values are quartet puzzling support values.
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for the mosaic sequence pattern in this study. First, of the 19 distinct
nucleotides between the P1 and P2 clades, 14 sites are synonymous
changes (Figs. 2, S1 and S2). Second, the two parental clades are
highly similar (with b1% of nucleotide divergence), and have diverged
very recently. In fact, if we assume that the PB2 gene has a similar rate
of mutation as the nonstructural protein NS genewhosemutation rate
ranges from 1.8×10−3–2.2×10−3 nucleotide substitutions/site/year
(Ludwig et al., 1991; Kawaoka et al., 1998), the P1 and P2 clades have
just diverged for 3–5 years. Third, despite a growing body of literature
focused on identifying mutations associated with adaptive evolution
[e.g., amino acid sites 114, 491, 560, 684 (Furuse et al., 2010), 158
(Zhou et al., 2011), 271 (Bussey et al., 2010), 504 (Rolling et al., 2009),
627, and 701 (Ozawa et al., 2011), and synonymous changes in amino
acid sites 741 and 742 ((Liang et al., 2008), corresponding to
nucleotide sites from 2245–2250 in Fig. S1)], none of the reported
adaptive amino acid or nucleotide changes were observed in this
study (Fig. S2). If the observed nucleotide pattern were solely due to
independently derived substitutions, most of the substitutions would
have to be selectively neutral or nearly neutral. Since the shared
nucleotide changes in each of the three clades (P1, P2 and
recombinant) are clear and of nearly no ambiguity, the substitutions
would have been derived either in the detected recombinant lineage
or in the two parental lineages. We can test each substitution scenario
by calculating its P-value using classical statistical tests.

The first scenario is that a number of substitutions had been
accumulated in the recombinant clade and by chance some derived
nucleotides in the recombinant clade are identical to some distinct
clade. In Fig. 2, the recombinant clade shares 9 distinct nucleotides
with the P2 clade and 10 with the P1 clade. Since the recombinant
clade is slightlymore similar to the P1 clade, we could assume that the
detected recombinants were derived from the P1 clade by random
substitution. Then we can calculate the P-value for the shared
nucleotides between the recombinant and P2 clades being derived
by random substitution. The probability that two independent
substitutions occur at the same site could be calculated from 1 over
the “effective site number”, which is ideally the number of nucleotide
gous recombination in influenza A virus, Gene (2011), doi:10.1016/
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sites free to change. In the homoplasy test (Maynard Smith and Smith,
1998), the number of synonymous changes from an ourgroup species
was assumed to be the effective site number. In this study, there are
271 synonymous changes and 102 non-synonymous changes be-
tween Sw/HK/NS1054/2009 and Sw/HK/2886/2009, and 273 synon-
ymous changes and 100 non-synonymous changes between
Sw/HK/1105/2009 and Sw/HK/2886/2009. To be conservative, I
assumed that the effective site number is 271 in the PB2 gene. Thus,
when a substitution occurred in a PB2 sequence derived from the P1
clade, the probability that this substitution is one of the 19 distinct
nucleotides identical with the P2 clade is equal to or less than
19/271=0.07 (since, for each site, there are 3 possible nucleotide
substitution changes instead of just one). For instance, the
Sw/HK/189/2010 strain has 15 nucleotides different from the P1
clade with 6 specific to Sw/HK/189/2010 or the recombinant clade
and 9 shared with the P2 clade. Then, a P-value can be calculated for 9
shared nucleotides out of 15 nucleotide changes with the probability
of each substitution identical with the P2 clade being 0.07 under a
binomial distribution with P=1.37×10−7. This suggests that the PB2
gene in Sw/HK/189/2010 is likely a recombinant even though it could
not been detected by any programs used in this study (Table 1). It is
worth to note that the effective site number 271 should be considered
conservative. In fact, the number of synonymous sites in
Sw/HK/2886/2009 was estimated as 631 using the method developed
by Yang and Nielsen (2000) and some nonsynonymous sites are
believed to be selectively neutral or nearly neutral. Together, this
suggests a much greater effective site number than 271, and the
calculated P-value will become much smaller and more significant
with a larger effective site number. Therefore, the observed mosaic
pattern is unlikely due to accumulated substitutions in the detected
recombinant clade.

Second, substitution changes would have been accumulated in
the P1 and P2 lineages separately with the recombinant lineage as
the ancestral sequence type. If this were true, one should expect that
substitutions arise in a somewhat independent, random manner
throughout the gene in both the P1 and P2 lineages. According to the
break point shown in Fig. 3, the P1 clade would have 9 nucleotide
changes in the first half of the gene and 1 nucleotide change
(because of the T at position 1787 in all three recombinants) in the
second half of the gene from the ancestral sequence, and the P2
clade would have 3 nucleotide changes in the first half and
8 nucleotide changes in the second half. The Fisher's Exact Test
was used to test whether the P1 and P2 lineages have significantly
different substitution patterns in these two regions. The P-value of
the Fisher's Exact Test is 0.0075. If we assume that the ancestral
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Fig. 4. Nucleotide conservation across the PB2 gene. The plots used sliding windows of
200 nucleotides, slid 20 nucleotides at a time. The y axis corresponds to the estimated
DNA distance (number of substitutions/changes per site) measured using the F84
matrix. These plots are based on the comparisons between Sw/HK/1105/2009 vs.
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complete sequence alignment, see Fig. S3) as they represent the most divergence
among the PB2 sequences in the Vijaykrishna et al., 2010 study.
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nucleotide at position 1787 is C, as in both the P1 and P2 clades,
instead of T, the P-value would be 0.0031. This suggests that, to
achieve the observed nucleotide pattern from an ancestral sequence
similar to the recombinant strains, the P1 and P2 lineages would
have to have substantially different substitution pattern in each of
the two regions. Fig. 4 shows the sequence divergence between two
pairs of distantly related strains Sw/HK/NS1054/2009 vs.
Sw/HK/2886/2009, and Sw/HK/1105/2009 vs. Sw/HK/2886/2009. It
shows that there is a nearly constant rate of substitution across the
PB2 gene in each of the two gene pairs and the two regions do not
show significantly different evolutionary rates in either gene pair
(statistical data not shown). It is therefore unlikely that the
observed nucleotide pattern in Fig. 2 is due to derived substitution
changes in the P1 and P2 lineages.

In the above analyses, significant signals for recombination were
obtained based on the assumption of a single breakpoint at nucleotide
site 1197, which could potentially be over-simplified. As shown in
Fig. 2, there are 3 P1-like nucleotide sites embedded in P2-like region
1 of the putative recombinant sequences. Applying the same approach
using effective site number described above, we can assess the
probability that these 3 P1-like nucleotides arose via random
mutation. In region 1, we assumed the effective site number is 139
based on the synonymous changes between Sw/HK/NS1054/2009 and
Sw/HK/2886/2009. By assuming region 1 in the detected recombi-
nants derived from the P2 clade, the probability to have three
nucleotides identical to the P1 clade is 0.006 for Sw/HK/NS1809/2009
and Sw/HK/NS1810/2009, or 0.011 for Sw/HK/189/2010. It is,
therefore, possible that these 3 P1-like nucleotides resulted from
intricate fine-scale recombination. A similar phenomenon was found
by Baldo et al. (2005) that there have been extensive recombination
and shuffling of a relatively conserved set of amino acid motifs within
each of the four hypervariable regions in the Wolbachia surface
protein. Chan and colleagues further showed that the physical
position for recombination to occur is not restricted by any functional
units (e.g., motif, domain or gene [Chan et al., 2009a,b]). Recently, Hao
et al. (2010) have demonstrated that intricate recombination events
could lead to reduced or even not significant recombination signals. In
fact, analyses excluding the 3 P1-like nucleotides revealed that these 3
nucleotide sites are responsible for the relatively long branch leading
to the P2 clade in region 1–1197 (Fig. 3) and slightly lower bootstrap
values for node A than those for node B (Table 2 and Fig. 3). It is
important to note that significant recombination signals were
detected in the PB2 gene without considering the 3 P1-like
nucleotides as the result of fine-scale recombination (Table 1). If
these 3 nucleotide sites were removed from the analyses, much more
significant P-values for recombination would be expected. Further-
more, the analyses conducted in this study lie in the assumption of
independent and randon mutation, which has been widely used in
various evolutionary analyses to make inferences (Jukes and Cantor,
1969; Nei and Gojobori, 1986) but not necessarily realistic (Clegg
et al., 1994; Miyamoto and Fitch, 1995). For instance, some sub-
stitutions in influenza could have compensatory roles with one
another (Simon et al., 2011), substitutions could sometimes be
dependent (e.g., the dinucleotide bias [Greenbaum et al., 2008]), and
the substitution rate of sites in a gene can vary over time (known as
heterotachy [Lopez et al., 2002]). All of these circumstances could
confound the detection of recombination.

3.3. Recombination tends to occur between closely related sequences

In this study, three strains were found to be the result of
homologous recombination between two parental sequences of very
low sequence divergence. Given the fact that homologous recombi-
nation occurs rarely in influenza A virus (Boni et al., 2008), thefindings
suggest that homologous recombination in influenza viruses, when
occurs, tends to occur between closely related strains. There are two
gous recombination in influenza A virus, Gene (2011), doi:10.1016/
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obvious reasons. First, the frequency of homologous recombination
correlates positively and tightly with nucleotide sequence similarity
and decreases sharply with the level of relatedness between the two
parental sequences (Stratz et al., 1996; Majewski and Cohan, 1999).
Second, recombination between highly conserved sequences will
introduce relatively fewchanges. Such events are thereforemore likely
to be relatively neutral (or even beneficial) and thus be fixed. If the
occurred homologous recombination events are predominantly
between closely related strains, the relatively small number of
substitution changes between the closely related sequences could
potentially prevent intra-segmental homologous recombination from
being detected. On the other hand, recombination events between
distantly related strains, though occur at a much lower frequency, are
the ones likely to be detected. In fact, both empirical and simulation
studies have shown that all existing recombination detection pro-
grams are not sensitive at very low sequence diversity (Drouin et al.,
1999; Posada and Crandall, 2001; Wiuf et al., 2001; Posada, 2002).
Furthermore, the predictive accuracy of recombination detection
programs could be further diminished by post-recombination sub-
stitutions (Chan et al., 2006). It is therefore not surprising that little
evidence of homologous recombination has been previously discov-
ered in influenza virus, and the only few reported recombination cases
largely involve divergent parental lineages (He et al., 2008, 2009).

Given the different perspectives of sequence diversity between
occurrence and detection of homologous recombination, it is
interesting to examine and compare sequence diversity among the
eight influenza gene segments. To do so, two measurements were
obtained from the 10 closely related strains in Fig. 2. 1) Nucleotide
diversity (π), which is the average number of nucleotide differences
per site between any two DNA sequences from the sample population,
was calculated using DnaSP 4.0 (Rozas et al., 2003). 2) DNA distance of
each sequence pair was also calculated using dnadist of the PHYLIP
package (Felsenstein, 1989) version 3.6, and the maximum pairwise
DNA distance from each gene segment was used as another indicator
for sequence divergence. The results revealed that the PB2 gene has
the highest π value among the 8 gene segments (Fig. S4), suggesting
the highest diversity in the PB2 gene. In the presence of recombina-
tion, the high π value in the PB2 gene could possibly be, at least in part,
due to recombination. Importantly, the PB2 gene also has the highest
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maximum pairwise DNA distance among the 8 gene segments
(Fig. S4). It is therefore likely that the high nucleotide diversity in
the PB2 gene has facilitated the detection of recombination.

3.4. Many recombinant sequences are undetectable

It has been well accepted that existing recombination detection
programs perform poorly in sequences of low diversity (Drouin et al.,
1999; Posada and Crandall, 2001; Wiuf et al., 2001; Posada, 2002). To
assess how well homologous recombination between closely related
strains could be detected at a level of sequence diversity comparable
to the sequences in this study, I conducted a series of simulation
studies as illustrated in Fig. 5. Three different sequence divergences
were simulated between the P1 and P2 lineages, they are 0.008, 0.02
and 0.04 nucleotide divergence (substitutions per site), respectively,
between the P1 and P2 lineages. As a reference, the sequence
divergence of members between the two parental clades in Fig. 2
ranges from 0.0084 to 0.0105 (Fig. S4). Thereafter, recombination
events were introduced at three different time points between the P1
and P2 lineages with the recombination break point at the middle of
the sequence (Fig. 5). Then the constructed recombinant sequence (R)
and the two parental sequences (P1 and P2) were examined by the
RDP program (Martin and Rybicki, 2000). As suggested previously, the
accuracy of recombination detection is low when the parental
sequences have high sequence similarity and the accuracy increases
when the parental sequences become more divergent. It is consis-
tently shown that recombination events, when occurred recently, are
more likely to be detected. The accuracy of recombination detection
could range from nearly 0% for ancient recombination with 0.008
nucleotide divergence between P1 and P2 to about 75% for recent
recombination with 0.04 nucleotide divergence between P1 and P2. It
is noteworthy that Sw/HK/NS1809/2009 and Sw/HK/NS1810/2009
were detected with a parental divergence close to 0.008, at which
level of parental divergence the accuracy of recombination detection
is only about 20%. Since the accuracy of recombination detection is
already very low, it is not surprising that Sw/HK/189/2010 with some
additionally accumulated substitutions has become insignificant to
the recombination detection programs (Table 1). The failure of
recombination detection in highly similar sequences raises the
2 0.04
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demand for developing more sophisticated and sensitive methodol-
ogies specially for closely related sequences.

3.5. The choice of taxa matters in phylogenetic analyses

Homologous recombination could also be detected by phyloge-
netic methods. A routine analysis of recombination detection in
influenza is to test for phylogenetic incongruence (e.g., using the AU-
test) between regions identified by some recombination detection
programs. It is often seen that a large set of diverse sequences or even
all available homologs were tested for phylogenetic incongruence.
Since homologous recombination would likely occur between closely
related strains, it is important to know whether the presence of
distantly related sequences affects the performance of the incongru-
ence test. Specifically, I sought to address whether the choice of taxa
that are not involved in recombination affects the successful detection
of homologous recombination. Three lineages (P1, P2, and R) were
simulated in 100 iterations as per Fig. 5C and, additionally, two
outgroups were introduced with three different scales (1×, 2×, and
5×) for the branch length between the two outgroups and the P1, R,
P2 lineages. The AU-test was then performed in each condition using
the middle of the sequence as the break point, and the number of
iterations that failed in recombination detection was counted (Fig. 6).
When the branch length between the outgroups and the P1, R, P2
lineages was 1×, 2 out of 100 iterations failed to show significant
phylogenetic incongruence. When the branch length between the
outgroups and the P1, R, P2 lineages was increased to 5×, 19 iterations
failed to show significant phylogenetic incongruence. In other words,
the results reveal that, with the exactly same set of sequences
involved in recombination, using distantly related outgroup se-
quences could lead to a poorer performance of recombination
detection using phylogenetic methods. Unfortunately, many pub-
lished homologous recombination studies in influenza searched for
incongruent phylogenetic signals from data sets of very diverse
sequences. It is possible that some genuine recombinant sequences
might have been overlooked by analyzing diverse sequences. Hence,
the best way to detect homologous recombination using phylogenetic
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methods is to analyze the putative recombinant, parental sequences,
and their close relatives and to avoid distantly related sequences that
are not involved in recombination. It is important to note that, in the
simulation, the AU-test was performed on the actual simulated
breakpoint, which is usually unknown. The accuracy of recombination
detection of the AU-test and other similar phylogenetic methods is
therefore dependent on the successful detection of recombinant
sequences and the successful identification of recombination
breakpoints.

4. Conclusion

Evidence of intra-segmental homologous recombination was
found in three strains between very closely related parental
sequences. Given the very low rate of homologous recombination,
homologous recombination might be more likely to occur among
closely related strains. Furthermore, the three recombinant strains
were isolated at different time periods. The finding of a clade of
recombinant influenza viruses suggests that recombinant strains
could persist in a host population and have the potential to circulate.
The results of simulation studies suggest that homologous recombi-
nation between divergent strains have a better chance to be detected
than between very closely related strains. When homologous
recombination occurs between sequences at the same level of
divergence, it would be increasingly difficult to detect when the
recombination events are relatively old. Finally, the use of distantly
related taxa that are not involved in recombination could also result in
poor performance in recombination detection. Therefore, when we
search for evidence of homologous recombination among closely
related strains using phylogenetic methods, it would be the best to
avoid analyzing distantly related strains. Successful detection of intra-
segmental homologous recombination events in influenza genomes
demands much more careful sequence analysis and more sophisti-
cated and sensitive recombination detection algorithms.
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